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We are in the process of making some big changes
here at Virginia Nurses Today!
Based on your feedback, we are shifting the
focus of our publication to content more relevant
to the needs of our readership – you and your
fellow 100,000+ registered nurses across the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
VNT will still bring you the latest news about
Virginia Nurses Association and the Virginia
Nurses Foundation, but registered nurses and
other health care professionals will now begin to
author the majority of our publication content. Be
on the lookout for topical reviews, clinical research
case studies, evidence-based best practices, and
educational features. We’re also taking steps to
ensure that we publish quality content by developing
an Editorial Review Board which will carefully
review each submission and select the best article
proposals for publication.
To get a better idea of the kind of exciting new
material we’ll be bringing you in every issue,
please check out this edition’s “Development of the
McDonough Optimum Staffing Method” from Kelly
McDonough, DNP, RN and “The Professional Side
of Social Media” from Nick Dawson, chief patient
engagement officer at Frontier Health.
Other plans for VNT include a series of
“conversations” with prominent nursing newsmakers
in Virginia and in-depth coverage of legislative issues
affecting nurses and other health care professionals.
In this edition, look for our recap of the 2013 General
Assembly and a helpful guide to Medicaid reform
and expansion in Virginia.
Our goal is for VNT to spark conversations among
nurses and their colleagues in health care. If you
know someone who would like to be added to our
mailing list, need additional complimentary copies,
or would like our advertising rates, please email me
directly at kjimison@virginianurses.com.
To submit an article proposal, please visit http://
tinyurl.com/VNTSubmissions. ◆

Washington, D.C., February 28-March 1, 2013
– Action Coalitions from 50 states and the District
of Columbia convened for the Campaign for Action
(CFA) Summit 2013 to accelerate the momentum of
the Future of Nursing: Campaign for Action. Since its
inception two years ago, the campaign has organized
50 state Action Coalitions and one in the District
of Columbia, including health care providers,
consumer advocates, policy-makers, and business,
academic, and philanthropic leaders.*
A six-member team represented the Virginia
Action Coalition (VAC) at the Summit. Team
members were Shirley Gibson, Sallie Eissler, Lindsey
Cardwell, Deb Zimmermann, Patti McCue, and
Kristin Jimison.
Risa
Lavizzo-Mourey,
president
and
chief
executive officer of the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation (RWJF) kicked off the Summit with an
unconventional, engaging keynote address held in
the style of a conversational interview. Dr. LavizzoMourrey spoke about the power nurses have to
transform healthcare and urged leaders from around
the country to create a movement for change.
“We are here to work hard but to also celebrate
that there are now Action Coalitions in all 50 states
and the District of Columbia and all of you know
what needs to be done in your state and have the
power to find those solutions,” she said.
The idea of “change” was the focus of the work
over the three days of the Summit, led by Pat
Polansky, Director of Policy and Communications
for the Center to Champion Nursing in America and
Keith McCandless of Liberating Structures. Rather
than a typical sit-down conference with speakers,
handouts, and predetermined breakout sessions, the
Summit leadership engaged participants in a series
of interactive sessions, focusing on five campaign
imperatives.
These “unconference” activities allowed the time
for important conversations to develop and provided
participants the opportunity to work across state
lines. The 300+ group of Summit participants
determined what actions get in the way of the
campaign imperatives and what conditions must
exist for their successful implementation in the next
18 months.

The VAC team focused on two main strategic
priorities: refining the current work of VAC to align
with campaign imperatives and working with on-site
communications consultants to create new, focused
messaging designed to clearly explain the goals of
their work to stakeholders.
“We realized that the work of the Virginia Action
Coalition isn’t just about nurses and nursing
anymore. When we took a serious look at what drives
our group, we realized that the bottom line is that
we want to improve the health of all Virginians.
That’s an easily translatable concept as we move
to engage new partners in our work from outside
of nursing,” said Kristin Jimison, VNA Director of
Communications.
At the conclusion of the Summit, the team
submitted a new action plan focused on more
specific alignment with campaign imperatives
and engaging new partners and stakeholders from
outside of the nursing profession.
“The Summit proved to be a validation to our
team regarding the many accomplishments of the
Virginia Action Coalition volunteer members. The
leadership of the Center to Champion Nursing in
America recognized Virginia as one of the top 3
Action Coalitions in the Nation. This is quite a
tribute to the efforts of the members of the Virginia
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Every Nurse A Leader
Loressa Cole, DNP, MBA, RN
The Institute of Medicine’s
2011 landmark report The
Future of Nursing: Leading
Change, Advancing Health
calls for nurses to be at the
table as health care decisions
are made. This will be a
year that VNA will sharpen
our
focus
on
nursing
leadership
in
Virginia!
Starting with our roundtable
in May and continuing
at our annual Education
Loressa Cole
Day and Foundation Gala
in September, we will emphasize the value nurse
leaders bring to improving the health of Americans
as the largest health care work force. Nurse leaders
understand what is needed to improve healthcare
quality and safety, and are already recognized as the
most trusted profession.
We must find opportunities to add our collective
voices to influence health policy and decisions. A
recent Gallup survey conducted on behalf of the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation revealed an
opinion that nurses “are not important decision
makers” in our current healthcare system, and
identified barriers that prevent nurses from fully
participating as leaders in health care. In the
survey, opinion leaders viewed nurses as trusted
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sources of health information, but not influential
on health care reform. Fortunately the majority of
the respondents also said nurses should have more
influence. This is an important turning point for our
nation.
With healthcare reform top-of-mind to most
Americans, the time to lead is now, and the
opportunities are unlimited. Regardless of your
role and educational level, you have the ability to
improve our current health care system. Whether
serving on a unit-based committee or improvement
team, or running for legislative office, you can be
a catalyst for change. There are currently several
nursing positions available on health-related boards
in Virginia, as well as the opportunity to run for
a position on the Virginia Nurses Association
board later this year. I am privileged to serve not
only as your VNA president, but also as co-lead of
the Virginia Action Coalition’s (VAC) Leadership
workgroup. The work of this VAC team is to insure
that nurses “from the bedside to the boardroom” are
equipped with the tools necessary to lead, regardless
of level of practice. If interested in running for VNA
office or joining with the work of the VAC, please
contact the VNA office.
Recognize your strengths and seek opportunities
to expand your education and experiences as a
leader. Nurses best understand the system issues
that affect quality and safety and can build on the
trust we have worked so hard to earn in our great
country. Consider your role as a leader, regardless of
your current position, and develop a personal plan
of action to evolve and participate. Every nurse IS a
leader. ◆
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90 Days in Review
Janet Wall, Chief Executive Officer
The first 90 days for any
CEO new to an organization
is a balancing act between
assessing the organization and
injecting new ideas. March 31
marked my 90-day mark and
I’d like to share some of my
take-aways.
• First
and
foremost,
in my 25 years of
association leadership,
including 15 in the
Janet Wall
health care arena, I have
never experienced an
organization that had a more active, productive,
dynamic volunteer leadership. To say it’s
impressive is an understatement. They are a
passionate force of great thinkers (and equally
important, doers) with a variety of backgrounds,
experiences and expertise, and hailing from
throughout Virginia. You are truly fortunate to
have their involvement on our board, committees,
within our chapters and Foundation, and leading
the way with the initiatives of the Foundation’s
Virginia Action Coalition (VAC). If you’d like to roll
up your sleeves and join them in advancing the
work of the Virginia Nurses Association, drop me
an email at jwall@virginianursesassociation.com
with the subject line, “I’m ready to lead” and be
sure to include your complete contact info (name,
phone, address…). I’ll be in touch to further
assess your interests and determine how your
expertise can best be utilized.
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•

The Virginia Action Coalition, housed within
the Virginia Nurses Foundation (VNF), is one of
the top coalitions in the country, having made
great strides since its inception and serving
as a model and source of ideas for other action
coalitions. This diverse group of more than
150 nurse members throughout the state has
been tireless in their efforts to ensure that
scope of practice barriers are removed and that
nurses are prepared to take on an increasingly
complex healthcare environment. We’re also
collaborating with the Medical Society of Virginia
on a grant-funded clinical team leadership pilot,
working to position nurses for board leadership,
communicating with schools of nursing to ensure
adequate curriculum covering leadership skills,
and so much more. In the next issue of VNT we
will share the outcomes of our VAC strategic
planning session with you.
• One of my goals in the first 90 days – and really
continuing throughout my leadership with
VNA – is to ensure that our organization, and
me, personally, have our finger on the pulse of
nurses throughout the state. I’ve met with many
of you on an individual basis, at Nurses Day at
the General Assembly in February and at several
Chapter meetings. VNA President Loressa Cole
and I are eager to do more of the same. It’s a
great opportunity to share what’s happening at
VNA and also to listen. We walk away with great
insights and new connections; all very important
as we lead this organization and advocate for the
profession of nursing.
I also reached out to VNA members with a
comprehensive Member Needs Assessment survey
and – in this issue – have included a link to a similar
survey for nonmembers. I hope you’ll let us know your
thoughts by completing the survey.
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We’ve been so busy as an organization that we’ve
paid less attention than we should to encouraging
membership growth. Sometimes, it’s as simple as
the ask. So here it is… Will you join your professional
nursing association? If you’re as excited as I am about
the initiatives and surging energy of this organization,
please email Kristin Jimison with the subject line, “I’m
interested in membership.” Be sure to include your
name and complete contact information in the email so
that we can reach out to you with more info on joining
this association. You can also find information on our
website at www.virginianurses.com.
As for new efforts and the injection of ideas:
•

We’re reinventing our website over the course of
the next several months. Look for a more userfriendly, relevant, and interactive website this fall!

•

Our Virginia Nurses Today (VNT) quarterly
newspaper is also getting a makeover! We are
gradually transitioning to a peer-reviewed format,
so if you’re interested in being published in VNT,
please submit a proposal.

•

Thank you for the great response to to our
Member Needs Assessment survey! I’ll be sharing
more with you about the outcomes of both
surveys in the weeks and months ahead. Know
that we’re listening to you. We appreciate those
areas you identified as our strong suits and are
eager to get busy improving on some other areas
you identified, like more chapter and regional
meetings and more CE. We know that there’s
already a good bit of CE available, so we’re eager
to find out what niches we can fill. ◆

See survey on page 4
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Tell us what you think!

What are Your Continuing
Education Needs & Preferences?

Are you prepared for a career in
Electronic Health Records? Health
Information Technology is a rapidly
growing field; don’t get left behind.
Northern Virginia Community
College (NOVA) is proud to offer the
Health Information Technology
Career Studies Certificate
Program

Get your training in as little
as TWO semesters
Train in a growing field
23 total credit hours
All courses offered online

When nurses were asked in a recent survey what they would like to see more
of from the Virginia Nurses Association, one response that came to the surface
time and again was “More Continuing Education.” The survey was intended
to be a first step to gauge the needs and wants of nurses throughout the
Commonwealth and now, with your help, we’d like to delve a little deeper.
Please take just a few minutes to complete an online survey and tell us
what’s on your mind when it comes to continuing education. For example, with
technological advances come increasing options for the delivery of CE programs.
What’s your preferred mode of CE delivery: in-person programs, web-based
modules, print-based self-study or something else?
We’re also interested to know how you currently receive your CE and from
whom, what topics are of greatest interest to you, and what barriers you perceive
in obtaining quality, engaging CE.
To complete the survey, please go to https://www.surveymonkey.com/
s/76HPRXZ by Friday, June 7.
We’ll share the results of our survey with you in the next Virginia Nurses
Today, and will use the insights we gain as we consider our CE program moving
forward.

Tell us what you think!

Nonmember Needs Assessment
It shouldn’t come as a surprise to those of you who are nonmembers…
We want you!! And we recognize that in order to justify your investment in
membership with the Virginia Nurses Association, we need to have a better
understanding of who you are, what you want, and how we can provide value to
you.
To complete the survey, please go to https://www.surveymonkey.com/
s/7ZCV3MT by Friday, June 7. Not sure if you’re a VNA member? If you’re not
receiving our emails, you likely are not a member.
Similar to the Member Needs Assessment survey we recently conducted and
are currently analyzing, this survey explores your perceptions of VNA, what you
believe are our strong suits and how you feel we can improve.
We’ll share the results of our survey with you in the next Virginia Nurses
Today, and will use the insights we gain, along with the results of our Member
Needs Assessment Survey, to guide our organization’s continued growth and
success. ◆

Governor Bob McDonnell and a group of Virginia nurses at the 2013
Virginia Nurses Week Proclamation Signing on May 6, 2013 in Richmond.
Seated: Governor McDonnell. Standing l-r: Shirley Gibson, Kalay Naidoo,
Frances Montague, Kevin Shimp, Jessica Dawson, Kevin Brigle, Janet
Wall, Shannon Storey, Dr. Bill Hazel
Photo credit: Michaele White, official photographer of Governor McDonnell

Odyssey Hospice is changing its name to
Gentiva Hospice. Gentiva is a national
leader in home health and hospice care
specializing in clinical excellence and
compassionate care.
RN Manager, Quality Manager, RN Case
Manager, RN On-Call, Weekend RN, Per
Diem RN and LPN opportunities available.

Visit us online today
www.nvcc.edu
or simply call 703-822-0061

Hospice locations:
• Vienna
• Richmond
• Colonial Heights

• Williamsburg
• Norfolk

Home Health locations:
• Bedford
• Richmond
• Christiansburg
• Roanoke
• Lynchburg
• Virginia Beach

I believe in
working for a
company that’s
built around its
clinicians.

Apply online at
AA/EOE M/F/D/V encouraged to apply
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What’s your role at VNA?
Can you describe a typical day?
I am the Director of Administration at VNA. A
typical day begins with fielding calls concerning
Continuing Education and our approver unit. The
continuing education approval committee is in
continual motion, and ANCC’s changing regulations
keep us working to understand what is expected of
VNA as well as what our reviewers need to process
pending applications. So on any given day, I am
assisting with customer service and answering
questions concerning the CE process. Then it’s on to
finances and reviewing the budget.
I attempt to use the afternoons for concentrating
on membership services. Tracking down former
members and welcoming newly joined nurses is one
of the most enjoyable parts of my day. Finally, I work
with our chapters as they plan upcoming events. I
don’t believe there is a “typical” day and that’s what I
like the most about working at VNA.

book
became
available
electronically in December,
2012. I am now writing a
second novel, hopefully to
be released in 2014.

You’ve been at VNA since 1997 – what are the
biggest changes you’ve seen over the years?
VNA has greatly expanded its involvement in both
local and statewide programs. When I first came to
VNA, we concentrated on issues that mirrored those
of the American Nurses Association. Today, VNA
also collaborates with more community-based and
statewide organizations, and relationships have led
to increased nursing participation in boardrooms as
well as in classrooms. VNA is not only the voice for
nurses in Virginia, but it is emerging as a corporate
partner in improving healthcare across the state.
While we continue to support ANA’s initiatives, we
also work with our Foundation’s Virginia Action
Coalition, the Virginia Magnet Consortium, and the
Nurse Leadership Institute, among others, and these
collaborations allow VNA to shape and contribute to
policies throughout Virginia.
What professional accomplishment are you the
most proud of? How about personal?
I am most proud of how the chapter development
plan is working for VNA. When we shifted from
districts to chapters, I was apprehensive because
I did not want us to lose touch with the local VNA
members. We are three years into the transition and
it has worked extremely well. Most of our former
districts have successfully transitioned into vibrant
chapters and continue the tradition of awarding
scholarships, nursing education and networking
for the nurses in their chapter/area. New chapters
emerge every year, and I think this is a great new
stage in the history of VNA.
On a personal level, I am very proud to admit that
I have e-published my first book! I began writing
seven years ago and publishing my novel was one
of those things I always wanted to accomplish. The

Meet Kathy
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What’s the best part of
working for VNA?
It is very exciting to
watch VNA take on a
healthcare
leadership
role across the state. We
are asked on a regular
basis to participate with
legislators and healthcare
organizations
to
help
planning the future of
Virginia’s
healthcare
services.
What impact have nurses
had on your life? (personal
story/experience, etc.)
I can remember several
members who have had
an impact on me through
my years at VNA. The first
would have to be Evelyn
Bacon, who was one of the
first Nancy Vance winners I ever met. She told great
stories about one of her first nursing assignments
– arriving on the shores of Normandy; the day
following the D-Day invasion. What a fabulous story
she had to tell! She was part of the medical corps
who came to help the American soldiers who had
been wounded as they landed on the beaches of
France.
Over the years there have been many more whose
dedication to both nursing and VNA are inspiring.
I can recall several members who despite working
the night shift, always attended our programs. Each
would participate and contribute to the work at
hand, slip away for a couple hours of sleep and then
return for the afternoon event. I am still in awe of
their dedication and support.
Who are your role models?
As a historian, that’s a tough question. But I have
two people to whom I look up to: Helen Keller and
Theodore Roosevelt. They both overcame personal
trials and setbacks to accomplish amazing things. I
would love to combine the feistiness of Teddy and the
courage of Helen Keller.
What’s something about you people
might find surprising/interesting?
There are three things I love to do outside of
working at VNA. One is teaching! I have been

Kathryn Mahone
teaching American History at a local community
college since 1996. I love to travel and have been
able to go with the college faculty to a number of
wonderful cities and countries. The latest trip was
two weeks in Italy and included the city of Venice. It
was wonderful, and I’m already working on another
trip very soon.
Finally, I love to write and can’t wait to see where
this newly-discovered passion takes me in the
future.
What was your first job?
The first “real” job I had was with a wholesale
optical laboratory. I was their eyeglass frame
manager. I worked with sales and managed
inventory for four laboratories located between
Virginia and Georgia. I worked my way through
graduate school at the laboratory and it gave me
great business experience as well as an opportunity
to travel throughout the southeastern United
States. I learned firsthand the value of good
customer service and how it can make or break an
organization, a lesson that continues to serve me
well today.
Eventually, after 10 years of service, it also helped
me realize that corporate America was not where I
wanted to build a career. I left the lab and went on
to train docents and work for a local museum in
Richmond and later found my way to VNA. ◆
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General Assembly Session
Wraps Up with a Focus on
Medicaid
by James Pickral, VNA Lobbyist
The 2013 session of the General Assembly has ended
and it was, as always, eventful! VNA advocated on
behalf of nursing on numerous pieces of legislation and
issues of interest to the profession.
Of special interest were House Bill 2065 (patroned
by Delegate Chris Peace) and Senate Bill 1033
(patroned by Senator Bryce Reeves). Both of these
bills were part of the Governor’s legislative package
and dealt mainly with juvenile justice issues. At the
request of VNA, Governor McDonnell added language to
close a loophole in the Code of Virginia. This loophole
denied enhanced protections from assault and battery
by an inmate to those nurses and other persons who
work on a contract basis treating inmates under the
supervision of the Department of Corrections. Under
the old language, only nurses and healthcare providers
who were employees of the Department of Corrections
received these enhanced protections from assault and
battery. The new language expands those protections
to cover all who provide care and treatment to inmates.
The Governor also included funding for the bill in his
proposed amendments to the budget.
Additionally, VNA worked with other stakeholders
to have language included in the budget to allow for
reform and expansion of Virginia’s Medicaid program.
The Department of Medical Assistance Services will
soon begin the work of enacting the Medicaid reforms
laid out by the Governor. The newly established
Medicaid Innovation and Reform Commission is tasked
with overseeing these reforms and has the ultimate
authority on expansion of Medicaid. The Commission is
made up of five members of the House of Delegates and
five members of the Senate along with two non-voting
members.
The full list of bills is available on the VNA website
(from the home page, click on Government Relations).
VNA will keep close tabs on the work of DMAS and
the commission, and will keep you apprised of their
progress as well as any grassroots opportunities for
nursing’s voice to be heard. ◆
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A Guide to Medicaid Reform and
Expansion in Virginia

How will Medicaid reform and expansion work in
Virginia? How will it affect you?
On April 3, the General Assembly accepted the
Governor’s amendments to the Medicaid reform and
expansion language in the budget. The amendments
passed the House and Senate by wide margins.
Included in this budget is a provision establishing
the Medicaid Reform and Innovation Commission.
Once the appointments to the commission are
complete, the work of reform will begin.
Reforms will occur in three phases after a federal
waiver is granted.
Phase 1
Reforms already underway will continue.
Phase 2
Reforms will seek to insure that services and
benefits provided are similar to those provided by
commercial insurers excepting services dealing with
non-traditional behavioral health and substance
use disorders. Limitations on non-essential benefits
(for example non-emergency transport) will be
implemented. Patient responsibility measures will
be required as will reasonable cost-sharing. Under
Phase 2 the Department of Medical Assistance
Services (DMAS) is authorized to contract with
qualified health plans. This reformed service delivery
model shall be mandatory. Phase 2 reforms will also
include administrative simplification of the Medicaid
program and the ability to develop and implement
pilot programs to test innovative models of care
delivery. These models will leverage innovations and
variations in regional delivery systems and will also
link payment and reimbursement to quality and cost
containment. This is designed to foster innovations
that improve quality and contain costs.
Phase 3
This final phase will seek reforms that include
all remaining Medicaid populations in coordinated

care. This includes populations in long-term care
including home- and community-based Medicaid
waivers.
Once these three broad reform goals are met,
DMAS will provide a report to the commission
detailing what reforms have been approved, the
status of implementation, and the cost savings
associated with such changes. DMAS will then seek
approval from the commission to expand Medicaid
as detailed under the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA). The commission will
grant that approval providing that all three phases
of reform have been met. Expansion may occur by
July 1, 2014 or as soon as feasible thereafter. The
budget includes sufficient funding to implement the
expansion of the Medicaid program.
Additionally, upon expansion of the Medicaid
program a special non-reverting fund will be
created. This fund, the Virginia Health Reform
and Innovation Fund, will be funded by savings
attributed to enrollment of the newly eligible under
the PPACA. Beginning in fiscal year (FY) 2015, these
savings will result in decreased appropriation to
the affected agencies. Also beginning in FY 2015,
funding to support health innovations described
in Phase 2 will begin. These funding grants
will go to private and public entities to reduce
growth in health care spending or to improve the
quality of delivery of health care services in the
Commonwealth. These health innovation grants
shall be capped at $3.5 million annually.
If there is a reduction in federal medical
assistance from that in effect on January 1, 2014,
DMAS will disenroll and eliminate coverage for all
those enrolled under PPACA.
In brief, we have a reform first, expand later system
in place which is contingent on a federal waiver and
continued funding by the federal government. ◆

The #1 Choice for Nursing Professionals!
Immediate need for ER,
OR, L&D, NICU, Critical
Care, and Med/Surg

• Your choice of assignments • Short
and long term contracts • Per Diem •
Flexible hours • and more!
Central, Northern, Southwest of Virginia
24-hour support team

To apply, call
804-716-9200
www.carepartners.net

College of Health and Human Services
Where Innovation is Tradition

Accelerated RN to BSN Program
WHY WAIT?
• Flexible options for the
working professional
• Courses offered online
• Full and part time enrollment
• Fall and Spring admissions
• Complete BSN in as few as
2 semesters
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–leadership and management
–informatics
–evidence-based practice

To learn more:
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Transforming Health Care continued from page 1
Action Coalition! However, our accomplishments are just the beginning of the
journey forward with a new commitment to improve the health of all Virginians,
and we are excited to see what the future brings!” said Shirley Gibson, co-lead of
the Virginia Action Coalition. ◆
* Two Years of Leading Change, Advancing Health. (2013, January). Future of
Nursing: Campaign for Action

Ensuring Every Nurse Can Lead
An Update on the Virginia Action
Coalition Leadership Workgroup

The Virginia Action Coalition (VAC) Leadership Workgroup works to ensure
that every nurse has the leadership skills necessary to navigate a complex and
changing healthcare environment.
Recent Highlights
•

Leadership Workgroup Co-leads Loressa Cole, DNP, MBA, RN, FACHE,
NEA-BC and Lindsey Cardwell, MSN, RN were featured presenters
during the Future of Nursing: Campaign for Action Leadership Learning
Collaborative Teleconference in February, March, April, and May. These
monthly teleconferences connect state action coalitions with people, ideas
and programs that prepare nurses to be leaders.

•

In 2012, the Leadership Workgroup surveyed nurses across the state in
order to identify specific boards that would benefit from having the voice
of a nurse and also compiled a list of nurses interested in board service.
The VNA Board utilized this list in March and April 2013 to recommend
specific nurses to prominent boards and committees statewide including
the State Board of Health, Board of Nursing, Child Day-Care Council and
the Council on Aging.

Coming Soon!
•

Board Directory – The VACLW is working with the VNA communications
department to create a comprehensive, searchable, web-based Board
directory. The directory will enable interested nurses to find open board
positions and membership requirements, as well as current contact
information for each organization. The launch is planned for September
2013!

•

Leadership Toolkit – The Nurse Leadership Toolkit is currently being
developed in conjunction with VNA and will contain a variety of selfassessment activities and tips for individual leadership skill development.
Look for this in early fall on the VNA website.

•

Educational DVD – The Leadership Workgroup is currently providing
educational “Nurse Leaders in the Boardroom” DVDs to all Virginia
schools of nursing, VNA chapters, other nursing specialty associations
and organizations, hospital chief nursing officers and hospital
departments of education.

Get involved!
If you’re interested in leadership development opportunities or would like to
be a part of the work of the Leadership Workgroup, please contact Kristin at
kjimison@virginianurses.com or 804-212-0691. ◆

The Pediatric Connection is special... it’s not
every day you can make a difference in the life of a
child and his or her family by providing the connection
that allows them to receive at-home, private duty nursing
care and equipment. Beyond the amazing mission, we’re
also an employer of choice, a fast-growing inner city
employer, and creative (just check out the awards on our
website)! We also offer an extensive benefits package
including medical, dental, vision, 401(k), PTO, and FSA.
We are an established pediatric home care agency looking for
special, qualified Registered Nurses to help us provide care to
our pediatric patients.

Come help us a make a difference!
Check out our careers page at
www.pediatricconnection.com or
email us your resume at jobs@pediatricconnection.com

Join Virginia
Nurses Association
Today!
Visit
www.virginianurses.com
for information.

Top Actions and
Activities
We Must Stop Doing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Maintaining old guard in charge
Staying in silos
Focusing only on nursing
Wasting resources
Keeping your stories secret
Hoarding the data
Talking only to one another
Blaming everyone else and doing nothing
Fostering Queen Bee syndrome
Making assumptions without information
Withholding information to maintain power
Focusing on barriers
Not expecting accountability
Processing to death
Developing theoretical frameworks
Making physicians the enemy
Not worrying about consumers and consumer advocates being involved

This material emerged from the Campaign for Action Summit 2013: Transforming
Heath Care Through Nursing, a convening of Action Coalitions from 50 states and the
District of Columbia, February 28-March 1, 2013. For more information, visit www.
campaignforaction.org/national-summit.
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Development of the McDonough Optimum Staffing Method:
Evidence-Driven Recommendations Based on Patient Demand
by Kelly S. McDonough, DNP, RN
Abstract
The
current
environment
clinicians
and
administrators find themselves in can be concerning.
Increased patient flow and continually shrinking
resources have increased the need to utilize precious
assets economically. To this end, applying nursing
resources when and where they are most needed has
been a challenge. With the possibility that medical
support may become scarcer due to the impact of the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA)
of 2010, healthcare leaders and administrators must
develop sound-staffing initiatives based upon data and
Lean methodologies.
Lean methodology as it relates to healthcare can
be defined as creating patient value, promoting
flow, eliminating waste, and continually improving
processes and people. This article examines how
such a staffing model may be developed using both
Lean methodology principles and the Institute for
Healthcare Improvement’s (IHI) tool. To complement
the data collected using the IHI tool, general
Lean principles (value-added: any activity which
benefits the patient; business value-added: any
activity that benefits the organization; and nonvalue-added: any activity that does not benefit the
patient or organization) were applied to determine
what nursing activities fell within each of the
lean categories. After determining the category of
nursing activities observed, a staffing model was
constructed to place support at the right place

and time conducting the right tasks. The goal of
this study is to demonstrate that evidence-based
staffing decisions will make nursing more cost
effective, proactive in mitigating potential risks, and
ultimately, provide better patient care and outcomes.
Additionally, recent research suggests that having
the ability to predict patient demand using an
evidence-based staffing methodology will allow
hospital leaders to more effectively control staffing,
resource allocation, and provide a quality care
environment for patients.
Need for Optimum Staffing Method
One of the current issues that nursing is
experiencing nationwide is staffing variability,
inappropriately
applying
nursing
resources
using means other than patient demand. There
are a myriad of reasons for this. A review of the
literature indicates that current legislation, nursing
staff financing, and methodology are not all the
influencing factors that affect staffing variability,
however many scholars believe that these three
factors are the most influential in staffing nursing
full time equivalents.
Impact of current legislation. Gary Kaplan,
in The Journal of Healthcare Management, recently
opined that eliminating wasteful processes from
medical care is the key to improving the delivery of
quality healthcare (Kaplan, 2012). The environment
in which healthcare leaders find themselves today

supports Kaplan’s (2012) assertion; managing
transitions to new value-based models and
preparing organizations’ to treat more patients are
two excellent examples (Campobasso & Kucharz,
2012).
The capacity to treat more patients means
hospitals must have a reliable process of
determining workload that considers relevant
constraints in an effort to better utilize all available
assets (Brown, Donaldson, Bolton, & Aydin, 2010).
Updated estimates from the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) released after the Supreme Court’s
ruling on June 28, 2012 fell short of the initial 32
million new patients entering into the nation’s
healthcare system (CBO, 2012). Regardless, hospital
organizations will likely see Medicare and Medicaid
payments decreased due to the federal deficit
reaching unsustainable levels (Mulvany, 2012).
These payments will leave hospital administrators
looking for ‘now’ savings without considering longterm impact on patient care; specifically, reduction of
bedside nursing (Wagner, Budreau, & Everett, 2005).
Financing nursing staff. Nursing time is
included in patients’ room and board costs, leaving
nursing time unseen, and therefore, not quantified
from a financial aspect. An assumption can be
ascertained from the current reimbursement system;
patients, no matter their intensity level, receive the
same amount of nursing care. Welton and Dismuke
(2008) used an analytical approach to deciphering
nursing intensity in inpatient billing. Nursing care
is included as a fixed daily rate of inpatient room
charges, which hides the true nursing intensity per
patient that was expensed. Depending on which
report or article one reads, the cost of intensity
of inpatient nursing care can consume anywhere
from 20-60 percent of a hospital’s direct costs per
year. Nursing, therefore, becomes an easy target for
reduction because true nursing work and intensity
is not being measured. Cost cutting in this manner
within healthcare organizations leads to greater
workloads for nurses at the bedside (Clark &
Donaldson, 2008; Carayon & Gurses, 2008).
Mission
The mission of this project is to develop
a methodology for staffing nursing full-time
equivalents (FTEs) based upon patient demand
in order to allocate nursing resources in a more
effective and cost efficient manner.
This is accomplished by using time observations
to determine nursing work activity and matching
this to patient demand by hour of the day, and day
of the week. Examining this data, nursing leaders
may better allocate resources to meet patient
demand, more effectively administering to patient
needs. Ideally, a staffing matrix may be developed
which would aide nurse leaders in projecting nurse
workload as it relates to the unit’s operational
budget.
Assessment of the Current Methodology
Used to Staff Nursing FTEs
With skyrocketing costs in the healthcare
environment, how do nurse leaders ensure they are
providing high quality, safe, and cost effective care
to their patient population? The key is to understand
that
a
healthcare
organization’s
budgeting
philosophy normally drives nurse staffing decisions.
In 2004, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) consensus
report Keeping Patients Safe: Transforming the Work
Environment of Nurses, the use of midnight census
was used as an example of a practice used among
acute care hospitals.
Midnight census is an inaccurate predictor?? of
patient volume because patients who are discharged
prior to midnight will not generate daily revenue,
and the units of service allotted for patient care are
not accounted for (IOM, 2004). The midnight census
captures the following patient types: patients on a
unit for greater than 24-hours, patient discharges,
patient admissions, and observation patients.
That being said, both observation and patients
discharged prior to midnight can be excluded from
this number (IOM, 2004). This causes an imbalance
in nursing productivity and an increased expense
ratio for the hospital due to the patient not being
counted, essentially hiding nursing activities.
This unmeasured activity is known as churn
which is used to describe the intensity of tasks by
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Evidence-Driven Recommendations continued from page 8
quantifying the time an admission, discharge, and transfer take away from
ongoing care. This, of course, creates budgets that are out of sync with what
is needed to manage daily operations. Using the midnight census for creating
operational budgets becomes a conundrum for nursing leaders due to varying
levels of patient acuity (Simpson, 2011).
Having an invalid measurement to capture nursing time should not be
viewed as a problem, but as a chance for nursing leaders to permanently fix an
inefficient process and make it more efficient and cost effective. The Future of
Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health report from the IOM, 2010, calls for
nursing leaders to be full partners with other professions within the healthcare
industry. The charge for nursing leaders is to make the greatest impact on
transforming the environment through identifying system constraints and
creating plans for improvement.
Unit identified. The unit identified was a 32-bed progressive cardiac unit
at a suburban hospital. For the first six months of 2012, the unit had 3,762
patient days with an average daily census (ADC) of 20.7. The average age of
adult patients is 66 with a median age of 68. There are a higher percentage of
males admitted to the unit than females; 50.7% male and 49.3% female. The top
five primary diagnoses, based on ICD-9 codes, for this unit was 1) chest pain;
unspecific, 2) atrial fibrillation, 3) shortness of breath, 4) syncope and collapse,
and 5) chest pain; other.
Productivity: Approved measure. In terms of describing the healthcare
delivery issue, the hospital specific departmental staffing numbers were
compared to the organization’s benchmark approved measure. This measure
is a national benchmark database, which is commonly acknowledged among
healthcare systems for comparison data. The metrics gathered from this
database are used to determine nursing efficiency and productivity. It was
important that the productivity standards, which the organization uses, are
clearly understood, as this standard determines how resources are combined at
the department level in order to achieve efficiency.
The use of productivity standards can be beneficial, however considerations
must be taken into account in substituting less costly staff into a service
production process (Hendrix, 2003). Achieving 100% productivity or better
would mean a unit was meeting or operating under budget. By using
productivity as a measure, it is important to remember the number is static
and does not consider the contextual or environmental factors. Using a static
number to base a staffing model on does not differentiate between the skills
mixes of personnel; rather it only counts bodies working (Douglas, 2010).
This percentile is used by the organization regardless of the business
needs. As a consequence, a unit such as this 32-bed progressive cardiac unit
is expected to attain 100% productivity or better. Their productivity through
the end of June was 105.22% and budgeted for 54.7 full time equivalents
(FTEs), which include both frontline staff and management. Achieving a
100% productivity or better would mean that the department was operating
with fewer resources than budgeted based on projected volume. Using a
productivity database to benchmark, would be satisfactory if the context of each
hospital from which data was collected was identical, however it is not. By not
considering the contextual or environmental factors at different hospital sites
within the database, the management is comparing apples and oranges.
Departments will never reach 100% or better simply because the benchmark
volume to which each is being compared is unattainable in our context; we just
don’t have enough staffing to cover the volume we attend to. In the event the
unit’s bed capacity is met, the staffing matrix allows the nurse to patient ratio
to be 1:4; however any deviation in the staffing pattern, such as call outs, will
cause the nurse to patient ratio to increase. When productivity exceeds 100%,
staff will show strain, and therefore reflect negatively relative to quality and
both patient and staff satisfaction. In an experimental design study by KutneyLee, McHugh, Sloane, Cimiotti, Flynn, Neff, and Aiken, (2009), Nursing: A
Key to Patient Satisfaction, the researchers used a narrow hypothesis; nurses’
happiness in the workplace may improve patient experience and quality of
care. The data collected, measured nurses’ attitudes about their workplace and
compared this with positive patient outcomes (675). Kutney et al (2009) found
the quality of the nurse environment was related to all measures of patient
satisfaction. This study has relevance to organization leaders who are interested
in creating a strategy to improve nursing environment that would impact
quality of patient care and satisfaction, nurse retention, and cost containment.
Accordingly, expenses may increase because the staff is working overtime
to fill the holes. Nursing can do that up to a point, but will hit the wall with
diminishing returns; burnout, fatigue, callouts, errors, etc.
Within hospitals there are areas that utilize metric-based analysis for
staffing; Emergency Department and Operating Room. The data is used to
determine where best to place resources for focused efforts to decrease delays,
reduce the number of walkouts and enhance revenue. When this is not effective,
there is a potential loss of business, decreased satisfaction and quality of
care, and increased opportunity cost to the patient. Peter Drucker as quoted
by Quantisoft (n.d.) noted that when managers and leaders attempt to solve
organizational issues they “…miss the forest through the trees by forgetting to
look at their people.” Drucker seemingly argues that managers must understand
employee job responsibilities and most importantly the environment in which
they work. Furthermore, across the literature some organizations set targets
with little input from nurse managers and then hold unrealistic expectations
of achieving results or obtaining goals. Nurse managers must be involved
in planning as they have the knowledge of the patient population, census
fluctuations, and churn data that impacts where productivity falls in the low,
mid and high range of national benchmarks.
Data and Data Collection
Data were collected using lean methodology principles and the Institute of
Healthcare Improvement’s (IHI) Paper Time Study Worksheet July 2008, which
is a valid and reliable tool. Nursing activities were clearly identified and defined,
making the use of the tool very effective in documenting nursing activities.
The data collection became saturated with 28 observations, which was
representative of all shifts, and allowed the ability to characterize churn.
The activities within each category were grouped by the following common

designations: a) direct patient care, b) documentation – paper, c) documentation
– electronic, d) coordination of care, e) patient/family counseling, f) support –
duties, g) resources, h) idle, and i) other. Each activity was further classified
as value-added, business value-added or nonvalue-added. These classifications
supported the analysis of the value stream from the patient’s perspective.
Findings
The findings were that nurses spend time in activities that are considered
non-value-added. Nonvalue-added activities do not add to the improvement
of the patient; meaning the nurse is doing other activities such as faxing
paperwork, searching for equipment, supplies, or people. The model is based on
beds, not the work.
In order to demonstrate the methodology I used to capture admissions,
discharges, transfers and Other-duties, the admission findings will be used as
the example. To understand the amount of time nurses on the unit spend with
their patients, it is important to know their productivity. An average admission
takes a nurse 2 hours and 36 minutes, which translates to 156 minutes. The
nursing productivity is expressed in patients per hour and is calculated by
dividing 60 minutes by the number of minutes required to admit the patient
– the result is 0.38 patients per hour (see Table 1). The Other-duties category
is a representation of work activities associated with the average care of a
patient on the 32-bed progressive cardiac care unit, separate from admission
and discharge activities. Within the Other-duties data set, lunch breaks and idle
time were accounted for by removing minutes from the hourly averages.
To gain greater granularity, work activities were further classified as
being patient-specific care activity or not. For example, a nurse providing an
assessment or documenting clinical assessments in a computer on a specific
Table 1
Patients
RN can
process
per hour

Admissions

Discharges

Transfers

Other duties

Total time
per patient

2:36:28

1:59:25

0:48:34

3:28:00

Minutes

156.58

119.50

48.60

208.14

0.38

0.50

1.23

1.15

RN: Patients
per hour
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Cheryl Jacobs, R.N. IV
Child & Adolescent Psychiatry
Centra Virginia Baptist Hospital

Whether designing jewelry or working with children in adolescent
psychiatry, it’s all about the details.
At Centra, our nurses strive for excellence, dedication and
professionalism. It’s why Centra Lynchburg General and Virginia Baptist
hospitals earned the coveted Magnet™ designation, the nation’s highest
nursing honor. This experience and commitment to nursing excellence is
why Centra is the region’s top choice for healthcare. Centra nurses, like
Cheryl, aim to ensure our patients get Excellent Care...Every Time.
Become a part of one of the finest healthcare systems in the country,
serving central and southside Virginia. We invite you to learn more
about our nurses and Centra by visiting CentraNursing.com.
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Evidence-Driven Recommendations continued from page 9
patient would be considered a patient-specific activity. However, if the nurse
cared for another patient or was idle, that would not count as a patientspecific activity, even though it may have resulted in delays from the patient’s
perspective. This information was used to measure the amount of patientspecific work performed on each patient to determine nursing workload. In other
words, it was used to analyze the work from the nurses’ perspective.
An example will be used to describe the admission of patient-specific
activities. Of the 2 hours and 36 minutes of patient-specific work required
to admit the patient, the most time-intensive task of an admission is the
electronic and paper documentation, which includes the admission paperwork,
admission consult, admission medication reconciliation, and admission
physical assessment (Figure 1). The average time to complete all paper and
electronic documentation was one (1) hour and four (4) minutes. Completion of
the admission paperwork is dependent upon receiving full information from the
sending unit, physician orders, and the patient. In the event this information
was not received in a timely manner, the nurse was left idle, and the admission
process was delayed. The average idle time for admissions was 1 hour and 25
minutes. This time would not be considered part of the nursing workload per
patient as this time could be diverted to productive activities for other patients.
Figure 1 Admission: Patient-specific activities.
It is important to understand that, from a patient perspective, any portion of
the process that does not ultimately contribute to an increased state of health
is considered to be a non-value activity; also known as waste. Nonvalue-added
activities may be tasks that can be eliminated, reduced and/or simplified,
without impairing a process (Crane & Noon, 2011). Furthermore, of the two
(2) hours and 36 minutes of patient-specific work, 27 minutes was associated

Admission: Patient-specific
activities

with nonvalue-added activity. As seen in Figure 2, more than half of that time
was support-duties, 20 minutes. For example, support duties include faxing
information, retrieving ice, searching and delivering supplies, etc.

Heard the good news about lean beef? The latest research presents a new way
of thinking: lean beef can be part of a solution to one of America’s greatest
health challenges—eating for a healthy heart. A study published in the American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition found that participants in the BOLD (Beef in an
Optimal Lean Diet) study experienced a 10% decrease in LDL cholesterol
from baseline when they ate lean beef daily as part of a heart-healthy diet
and lifestyle containing less than 7% of calories from saturated fat.*1

SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT

This ground-breaking clinical study substituted lean
beef for white meat as part of an overall
heart-healthy diet and found
the improvements in LDL
cholesterol seen on the
beef-containing diets
were just as effective
as DASH (Dietary
Approaches to Stop
Hypertension).

MANY LEAN
CUTS

Lean beef is easily
served with vegetables,
whole grains and lowfat dairy—improving taste,
satisfaction and providing
essential nutrients. And many of the
most popular cuts of beef—like Top Sirloin
steak, Tenderloin and 95% lean Ground Beef—meet
the government guidelines for lean.

Figure 2 Admission: Patient-specific activities non value-added.
Figure 3 is the weekly average of direct nursing care need for the amount of
activities occurring on the unit. The yellow line indicates the current staffing
target and the green bars indicate the needed nurses based on the demand. As
represented, the current staffing model is missing the patient demand midday.
For this hospital, the activities differ by day of the week where admissions may
be heavier during the front of the week and discharges may be heavier toward
the end of the week. As seen in Figure 4, this is more evident on specific days
such as Friday. While having the same staffing pattern seven days a week may
seem to be the most practical solution, it is not patient centered and will have
an impact on satisfaction and patient outcomes. Yankovic and Green (2011)
opine that nurse-staffing levels should be based on the patient needs and the
time associated with nursing tasks that can be provided in a timely manner.
Further, Crane and Noon (2011) wrote of the importance of staffing by the
hour of day relative to arrivals, discharges, and transfers if looking at this in
isolation.

TEN ESSENTIAL NUTRIENTS

Packed with high-quality protein, lean beef provides a satisfying, nutrient-rich
experience. A 3-ounce serving of lean beef contains 150 calories on average and
is a good or excellent source of ten essential nutrients, including iron, zinc and
B-vitamins.2

PART OF A HEART-HEALTHY PLAN PATIENTS WILL LOVE

Lean beef can be a deliciously welcome and satisfying choice in a heart-healthy
diet. Help your patients increase meal flexibility by including lean beef among
other heart-healthy choices on their shopping lists.

Learn more about the many
nutritional benefits of lean beef at:

Figure 3 Nurse weekly staffing need example
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Subjects that consumed the BOLD diet experienced a 10.1% decrease in LDL cholesterol compared to baseline. In comparison to the Healthy
American Diet, subjects experienced a 4.7% decrease in LDL cholesterol on the BOLD diet.
Roussell MA, Hill AM, Gaugler TL, West SG, Vanden Heuvel JP, Alaupovic P, Gillies PJ, and Kris-Etherton PM. Beef in an Optimal Lean Diet study:
effects on lipids, lipoproteins, and apolipoproteins. Am J Clin Nutr 2012; 95(1):9-16.
USDA, ARS. 2011. USDA National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference, Release 24. Nutrient Data Laboratory Home Page, http://www.nal.
usda.gov/fnic/foodcomp/search/
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Figure 4 Nurse Friday staffing need example
Limitations
The main limitation of the study is that the clinical observations were in
one hospital, on one unit with a small sample of observations. That being said,
the fact that this was a small sample in one hospital site provided consistency
in terms of collecting data provided a thorough understanding of nursing work
activities and matching this to patient demand by hour of the day and day of
the week. Another limitation was that the majority of the time observed was
completed during day shifts. An assumption was made due to the organization’s
throughput during the day shift; therefore less admissions, discharges, and
admissions to the unit during the off shifts were captured. The focus was to
observe nurses rather than assistive personnel, which is reflective of a partial
picture.
Furthermore, in the data analysis, the small sample size is of importance as
one or more extreme outliers could skew the data easily. This approach could
be used as the basis for a larger study in order to validate the observations and
refine the exact nursing demands. The academic approach to staffing based on
these times would not change. More research in this area would be welcomed.
Recommendations
The goal of this study was to demonstrate that evidence-based staffing
decisions will make nursing more cost effective, proactive in mitigating potential
patient risks and provide an environment that is patient-centric, which
ultimately promotes positive patient outcomes. Having the ability to predict
patient demand using an evidenced-based staffing methodology will allow
hospital administrators to view nursing productivity in terms of value-added
care (Upenieks, Akhavan, & Kotlerman, 2008), meaning that any improvement
recommendation must achieve high customer value by improving work
processes through appropriate procedures to accomplish a task with minimum
time and effort (Liker, 2004).
Regardless of the inpatient type setting, cardiac, medical surgical, etc., static
productivity and staffing numbers cannot explain the entire scope of patient
care, nor can arbitrarily adding nursing FTEs to the equation to increase the
value-added time from a nurse and patient perspective (Storfjell, Omoike, &
Ohlson, 2008; Meyer, et al, 2009; Douglas, 2010). Identifying a solution to
this problem means drilling down to the root cause and avoiding assumptions
that lead to short term fixes that may make the process worse. Understanding
patient and nurse perspectives will allow for a reduction of the patient’s time
within the system and improve nursing productivity. The goal should be to place
frontline staff, namely nursing, in a more evidence-based systematic approach
to the delivery of patient care by understanding that value streams may be
used to relate nursing functions to quality (Hendrix, 2003; Crane & Noon, 2011;
Yankovic & Green, 2011). Thus, a systematic intervention can enhance valueadded care and reduce waste in the healthcare system to more effectively control
staffing, resource allocation, and provide a quality care environment for patients
(Noon, Hankins, & Cote, 2003; Yankovic & Green, 2011).
The importance of this study and summary of time spent by nurses on the
32-bed progressive cardiac care unit can be applied to other units to assess
the delivery of care that a nurse is expected to accomplish and the varying
workloads that can be determined by unit-specific patient demands. By
assessing patient demand and understanding, how many nurses and or support
personnel are needed to take care of the patient demand, an organization can
determine how best to utilize personnel to provide a work environment that
supports safe patient care and optimal patient outcomes (Crane & Noon, 2011,
p. 129).
Using this methodology provides hospital administrators with the ability to
explain, in detail, the nursing activities needed to provide high quality patient
care. Additionally, this study may be used as a stepping stone to address
staffing based on patient demands because of the ability to summarize data in
a way that captures multiple measures for each patient and each nurse, thereby
preserving the variability that is central to sound statistical data. The best
available evidence suggests that the best practice is to maximize the resources.
Hendrix (2003) asserts that healthcare involves human beings and service
delivery; a process that is inherently imprecise in regards to workers and the
patients (196). Staffing based on an assumption that has a significant impact on
patient outcomes is unrealistic. ◆
Acknowledgements. I would like to acknowledge the great support I have
received throughout this project from my chairs, Dr. Hatcher, Dr. Milligan,
and Dr. Crane.
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The Professional Side of Social Media
○

by Nick Dawson
Social media and the web
have slowly crept into our
lives over the past several
years. For many of us,
Facebook is now a virtual
one-stop-shop for catching
up with friends and family,
and since its launch in 2007,
Twitter has become nearly
as popular as Facebook as a
social tool.
But how can they be
utliized beyond the personal
Nick Dawson
level as professional tools?
Many nurses are beginning to see the value of social
media used as something more than a way to keep
in touch with old friends or post pictures of their
children and pets.
Nurses have an increasingly demanding timeconsuming job. Stress can be high and emotional
rewards are harder to come by, all things that are
not news to any working nurse. So why add one
more thing to the mix? There are more than few
good reasons to incorporate social media usage as
part of your daily professional life.
Get real-time information.
If you want to stay current with the latest hot
trends in patient care and healthcare industry
news, there’s no faster, more up-to-date source than
Twitter.
• On Twitter, there is a thriving healthcare
community. Identified by its hashtag (a
way of identifying tweets as belonging to a
particular category using the “#” symbol),
#HCSM, the Healthcare Communications and
Social Media group, is among the most active
groups on Twitter[1]. Nurses, doctors, patients,
administrators and other stakeholders gather
online every Sunday evening at 9pm ET for
an hour-long, fast-paced chat real-time twitter
chat. The conversation continues throughout
the week any time people add #HCSM to their
tweets. In fact, you don’t even need a twitter
account to read the tweets. You can give it a
try by simply searching Twitter for #HSCM [2].
• Nurses have staked their own Twitter space
[3]. #RNCHAT denotes tweets to nursing.
Nurses on Twitter converse openly about
topics ranging from patient safety to emotional
recovery. They also often share journal articles
and CME opportunities.
• Here are some prominent tweeting nurses you
can follow today:
○ Donna
Pekto
(https://twitter.com/
DonnaPetko), clinical director of a home
health agency.

•

•

Amy D
(https://twitter.com/amyrnbsn),
telehealth worker
○ Andrew
Lopez
(https://twitter.com/
nursefriendly), a frequent moderator of
#RNCHAT.
○ Ellen
Richter
(https://twitter.com/
EllenRichter), a founding member of
#RNCHAT and expert in nursing and
medical law.
With increasing demands on nurses we’re
seeing a higher rate of emotional burnout.
Those wishing to explore ways to keep their
emotional batteries charged may enjoy the
#GratefulMedChat hashtag.
Facebook also has a number of nursing
resources, but many pages and profiles are
private or difficult to find. These “walled
gardens” are one of Facebook’s greatest appeals
and biggest challenges. Many others are open
and easy to locate and join, and those tend to
offer more public discourse. For example, The
Virginia Nurses Association [4] hosts a vibrant,
current community on Facebook.

•

•

•

•

Be where the patients are.
Unsurprisingly, patients are among the earliest
adopters of social sites. For many health care
professionals, social media’s unique chance to
interact with patients directly in a non-clinical
setting is the most compelling reason to be online.
The Society for Participatory Medicine [5] is a
leading organization (and journal) for those who
desire more patient-centered care. The SPM hosts an
active blog, Facebook page and Twitter presence.
Another example of patient-centered dialogue
includes disease- or condition-specific communities.
The #BCSM, or breast cancer social media,
community has an extremely active user base
which includes patients, nurses and physicians. The
growth of #BCSM was profiled recently by Forbes [6].
How do you get started?
•

•

Engaging online is surprisingly easy! Signing
up for Twitter requires less than five minutes.
Most of us are probably already members of
Facebook. Here are some practical tips for
integrating social sites into your professional
life.
Apply common sense – Those concerned about
providers interacting online like to trot out
HIPAA and stories about lawsuits. Sure, there
have been some bone-headed blunder, but
nearly all of them can be avoided by practicing
common sense. Avoid discussing patients
directly (name, date of visit, age, and condition
can all be identifiers). Avoid taking pictures
where patients, family members or visitors
might be in the shot.

Colorectal Cancer
Screening Saves Lives

"Now THAT I understand."

If you’re over 50,
get tested for
colorectal cancer.

•

•

Practice watercooler etiquette – think of
these social sites as you might the proverbial
watercooler at work. Conversation can be
informal, but should still be professional.
Be the sum of your parts – don’t be afraid
to mix personal and professional interests.
Remember, we’re all a mix of our personal and
professional lives and it’s ok to represent both.
First, do no harm – one of the easiest
first steps is to simply follow a few online
communities. Whether it’s a blog, Facebook
group or Twitter community, you can learn
a lot about the group by observing for a few
days. Don’t be afraid to ask questions as your
first comments: hey, I’m new here, who should
I follow and what should I post? or I’m just
getting started, is there something you all would
recommend I read first?
Consult your organization’s policies – Most
organizations have adopted a social media
policy. They are generally supportive of
personal and professional uses of social media,
even when many organizations still block the
sites on corporate networks. Knowing what
your organization encourages and discourages
can be a great aid to common sense.
Look at industry leaders – Mayo Clinic’s Center
for Social Media [7] is a great place to find other
healthcare professionals who blog, tweet and
use Facebook. Also check out the ANA’s Social
Media Toolkit [8]
Just do it – hundreds of thousands of nurses,
doctors, patients and healthcare leaders can’t
be wrong. The fastest way to get involved is to
jump right in. ◆
The American Nurses Association
Six Principles for Social Networking

1. Nurses must not transmit or place online
individually identifiable patient information.
2. Nurses must observe ethically prescribed
professional patient – nurse boundaries.
3. Nurses should understand that patients,
colleagues, institutions, and employers may
view postings.
4. Nurses should take advantage of privacy
settings and seek to separate personal and
professional information online.
5. Nurses should bring content that could harm
a patient’s privacy, rights, or welfare to the
attention of appropriate authorities.
6. Nurses should participate in developing
institutional
policies
governing
online
conduct.
Excerpted from American Nurses Association
Fact Sheet “Navigating the World of Social Media”
http://nursingworld.org/FunctionalMenuCategories/
AboutANA/Social-Media/Social-Networking-PrinciplesToolkit
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VCU Names Dean of School of Nursing
Jean Giddens, PhD, RN, FAAN, a nationally recognized expert in nursing
education, curricula and evaluation, has been named dean of the Virginia
Commonwealth University School of Nursing, effective June 30.
Giddens currently serves as professor and executive dean of the College of
Nursing at the University of New Mexico. The author of numerous journal
articles, nursing textbooks and electronic media in nursing education, she is
widely recognized for creating innovative teaching and learning models in
nursing sciences, including The Neighborhood, a web-based virtual community
used to enhance integrative approaches in nursing education.
“I am very pleased to welcome Jean Giddens to Virginia Commonwealth
University as she personifies everything that makes VCU one of the nation’s best
and rapidly rising research universities,” said Michael Rao, president of VCU
and the VCU Health System. “Her commitments to research, education, service
and student success are exemplary, and will be an ideal addition to a highly
energized team committed to supporting a world-class faculty and student
body.”
Giddens is the principal investigator of an Academic Progression in Nursing
grant funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. The grant involves the
development of a statewide nursing education plan for New Mexico, featuring
university and community college partnerships. Giddens is an executive nurse
fellow of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
“This is an exciting time to be a student, faculty and alumnus as the School
of Nursing welcomes a new dean and celebrates its 120th year of nursing
excellence,” said Sheldon Retchin, M.D., senior vice president for VCU Health
Sciences and CEO of the VCU Health System. “Dr. Giddens brings a national
reputation as a thought leader. She has the strategic vision and enthusiasm to
build on the school’s outstanding tradition and achieve even greater heights of
excellence in nursing education.”
Giddens earned a bachelor’s degree in nursing from the University of Kansas,
a master’s degree in nursing from the University of Texas at El Paso and a PhD
in education and human resource studies from Colorado State University.
She succeeds Nancy Langston, PhD, RN, FAAN, who will retire this summer,
leaving a legacy of significant growth in enrollment, programs, research and
community outreach. Langston served as dean for 22 years.
“Our nation needs nurses who are deeply committed to caring for their
fellow human beings through leading-edge practice and improving the human
experience through cutting-edge research and education. VCU’s School of
Nursing is nationally known for preparing alumni to be role-models in their
discipline and their community,” Rao said. “I am grateful to Dean Langston
for building this reputation during her remarkable 22-year tenure, and I look
forward to working closely with Dean Giddens as she takes VCU Nursing to even
greater heights nationally.” ◆
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Hunter Holmes McGuire
VA Medical Center
Experience the joy of caring for those who served.

We are seeking patriotic, energetic, and compassionate RNs to assist
us in caring for our returning active-duty military and other veteran
patients. We are offering recruitment incentives for selected positions.

• RN, Primary Care Clinics
• LPN, Medicine/Cardiology
• RN, Cardiovascular Services
• RN, Critical Care
• RN, Long Term Care

• LPN, Long Term Care
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• LPN, Surgical Unit
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Marymount University
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R.N. to B.S.N. (primarily online)
Master of Science in Nursing
Family Nurse Practitioner

JOIN OUR TEAM
Make your workplace “home” with Riverside!

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nursing scholarships available

Riverside Health System is a major provider of health and quality of life services in Virginia, an area
noted for its wealth of scenic, recreational, cultural and educational opportunities.  We have been
a vibrant part of the communities we serve for nearly a century and are a National Employer of
Choice for 9,000 team members.  We are seeking Registered Nurses for positions at the following
locations.
Doctors’ Hospital (Williamsburg)
Emergency- Staff Nurse
Operating Room/PACU –Staff Nurse
ICU/CCU - Staff Nurse
Med/Surgical – Staff Nurse
Nurse Supervisor
Riverside Behavioral Centers (Hampton)
Adolescent Residential – Staff Nurse
Nurse Supervisor
Nurse Manager
Riverside Resource Nurse Center (Newport News)
Community Nurse
Riverside Convalescent Center (West Point)
Staff Nurse
Riverside Rehabilitation Institute (Newport News)
Care Coordinator/Case Management
The Orchard (Warsaw)
Rehab – Staff Nurse
Riverside Walter Reed Hospital (Gloucester)
Emergency – Staff Nurse
Operating Room – Staff Nurse
CCU – Staff Nurse
Med/Surgical – Staff Nurse

Information Session

•

June 20, 7 p.m.

MU’s Ballston Center, 1000 North Glebe Road
RSVP: (703) 284-5902 or MarymountHealth.com

Hampton Roads Specialty Hospital (Newport News)
Long-term Acute Care – Staff Nurse

www.marymount.edu

Hampton Surgery Center (Hampton)
Operating Room – Staff Nurse
Hampton Rehab Center (Hampton)
Nurse Manager
Nurse Supervisor
Riverside Convalescent Center (Mathews)
Staff Nurse
Riverside Home Health (Newport News)
Staff Nurse

START THINKING AHEAD.

START ON THE CUTTING EDGE.

Riverside Tappahannock Hospital (Tappahannock)
Emergency – Staff Nurse
Warwick Forest (Newport News)
Nurse Manager
Shore Memorial Hospital (Nassawadox)
Clinical Abstractor
Emergency – Staff Nurse
Emergency – Clinical Education Coordinator
Telemetry – Staff Nurse
Nurse Supervisor

START BECOMING A LEADER.

START AHEAD OF THE CURVE.
START MAKING A DIFFERENCE.

Sanders Retirement Community (Gloucester)
Heron Cove – Staff Nurse

Shore Infusion Center (Nassawadox)
Staff Nurse

Riverside Regional Medical Center (Newport News)
Care Management – Coordinator
Emergency – Staff Nurse
Surgical Services – Nurse Manager
Surgical Services – Staff Nurse
Recovery – Staff Nurse
Procedural Care & Observation – Staff Nurse
Infusion Center – Staff Nurse
Women & Infant Care – Staff Nurse
Telemetry – Staff Nurse
Nursery – Staff Nurse
CCU/ICU – Staff Nurse
Med/Surgical – Staff Nurse
IV Therapy – Staff Nurse

The Gardens at Warwick Forest (Newport News)
Staff Nurse
Assistant Director of Nursing
Nurse Supervisor
Nurse Manager
PACE –MacTavish (Richmond)
Clinic Manager

www.riversideonline.com/careers (757) 534-5627 employment@rivhs.com
EOE *Program of the Commonwealth of VA

START READY FOR THE FUTURE.
START ACCOMPLISHING MORE.

STAY STRONG.

SM

®

There’s strong. Then there’s Army Strong. By
enrolling in Army ROTC as a nursing student in
college, you will receive advanced training from
experienced Army Nurses working with stateof-the-art equipment on real patients. After
graduation, you will care for Soldiers as an Army
Nurse. And lead others as an Army Officer.

®

ARMY STRONG.

Contact 910-528-5836 or visit
goarmy.com/rotc/courses-and-colleges/programs/nursing.html
for more information.
©2008. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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Save the Dates!
“Every Nurse A Leader:
Friday, September 27th
VNA Membership Assembly
Saturday, September 28th
Education Day
Virginia Nurses Foundation Gala
The Jefferson Hotel
Richmond, VA
www.tinyurl.com/VNAevents

we share our success
When you are contributing to a cause you believe in, it’s easy to build on the
cumulative energy and dedication of those around you. This camaraderie is one of the
things that drives my work at Kaiser Permanente. Working together, my colleagues and
I share the same mission to make a positive difference in people’s lives. We know that
each goal we reach brings us one step closer to the next—and to each other. If you
believe success is richer when shared, this is the place to put your beliefs into practice.

These are exciting times at the Winchester Medical Center, our award-winning Magnet facility within Valley Health!
Our $160 million expansion is now complete, featuring our architecturally stunning new North Tower. Here, you will
find our four spacious state-of-the-art Critical Care Units, including our BEACON CVSICU. Urgent, newly emerging
and chronic health conditions are expertly diagnosed and treated utilizing evidence-based practice guidelines by our
highly qualified and compassionate staff. We are NOW expanding our team of Magnet RNs – in short, this is your
chance to be among the best of the best in Nursing today.

RN OPPORTUNITIES
WINCHESTER MEDICAL CENTER
New! Surgical Services – Internships now available
New! Float Per Diem Pool – PREMIUM RATES OF PAY
Home Health – A variety of options available
10K SOB! Neuro/Trauma/Med-Surg ICU – Clinical Nurse Specialist
15K SOB! Surgical Services – Full-time CRNA positions now open
The nation’s leading not-for-profit integrated health plan, Kaiser
Permanente is a recognized health advocate in the communities
in which it resides. Here, in the Mid-Atlantic, we provide quality
health care to our more than 500,000 members in Maryland, the
District of Columbia, and Northern Virginia. Ready to advance
your skills with us? Consider the following opportunities:
➞ Clinical Educators (Oncology, OB, Emergency) - MD, VA, DC
➞ Clinical RNs – Various Specialties – MD, VA, DC

For more information
about these and other
opportunities, and to
view complete
qualifications and job
submission details,
please visit our website.

jobs.kp.org

Looking for a bigger and brighter future? We are seeking Registered Nurses with a dedication to excellence
that matches our own. We offer competitive salaries and a dynamic professional practice ladder program. Our
comprehensive benefits package includes up to 100% in tuition reimbursement to further advance your nursing degree.
To see a listing of all currently available openings, visit www.valleyhealthnurse-jobs.com. To view our openings
on a mobile device, visit m.valleyhealthnursing.jobs. Join our Nursing Talent Community and then apply online to
be given immediate consideration to become a Magnet nurse. We look forward to hearing from you!
Offi ce of Nurse Recruitment, Valley Health, 333 West Cork Street, Winchester, VA 22601

➞ Clinical RNs – ER and Critical Care – Largo, MD

and McLean, VA
➞ Operating Room RNs – Largo, MD
➞ Perioperative RNs – Largo, MD
➞ Psychiatric Advanced Practice Nurse – Largo, MD

EOE

© 2013 KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN OF THE MID-ATLANTIC STATES, INC. PRINCIPALS ONLY. DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE. EEO/AA EMPLOYER.
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Nursing Awards Announced
On September 28, 2013, the Virginia Nurses
Foundation (VNF) will host a gala celebrating
the accomplishments of the nursing profession
and honoring a variety of award recipients from
around the Commonwealth. If you are interested
in nominating a fellow nurse for an award or for
more information, please contact Kathy Mahone at
kmahone@virginianurses.com or 804.212.0692.
Virginia Nurses Association’s Nancy Vance Award
The VNA bestows the Nancy Vance Award on an
annual basis to honor and continue the legacy of
Nancy Vance’s excellence in service to Virginians.
This award is the highest award of the VNA for
outstanding service by one of its members who has
made significant contributions to our community
through their exceptional leadership, sustained
dedication and inspiring achievements.
To be considered for the Nancy Vance award,
the nominee must meet the following criteria: (1)
Be actively engaged in professional nursing since
2008 or earlier. (2) Be a current member of the
VNA having joined the association no later than
2008. The nominee needs to exemplify Miss Vance’s
characteristics, listed as follows: a) Character above
reproach, b) Unusual qualities of un-selflessness in
service, c) Courage in advocating for quality nursing
and health care, d) exceptional ability to work
with others and finally, e) have achievements that
demonstrate outstanding results in practice.
Friend of Nursing Award
The Virginia Nurses Association annually names
Friend of Nursing. It is typically a non-nurse who
supports nurses and has worked with them to
promote, improve and enhance the work of nursing
around the commonwealth. Former honorees include
Hugh Gouldthorpe, Jr., Aryana Khalid, Delegate
John O’Bannon and Delegate Christopher Stolle.
Virginia Nurses Foundation’s JoAnne Kirk Henry
Nurse Leadership Institute Scholarship
The Virginia Nurses Foundation is pleased to
offer scholarships to support nurses’ continuing
education and professional development. Historically,
a scholarship is designated to support an emerging
nurse leader’s participation in the Nurse Leadership
Institute. The JoAnne Kirk Henry Scholarship is
designed for Fellows participating in the Nurse
Leadership Institute (NLI). Two Sscholarships
will be awarded ($1,500 each). The scholarship
recipients must meet the NLI Selection criteria
(www.virginianli.org). Additionally, they must work
in a community health, public health or long-term
care setting and be employed by a non-profit or
government agency, specifically one that does not
offer tuition reimbursement

Virginia Council of
Nurse Practitioners Scholarship
The VCNP Nurse Practitioners Scholarship
is awarded to a student enrolled in a doctoral
program in the Commonwealth of Virginia. This
award is made to a student who has completed
50% of the required hours of graduate study and
exhibits academic excellence and a commitment
to advanced practice nursing with strong clinical
and leadership abilities. Required criteria include
the following: Each applicant should be a licensed
nurse practitioner in the Commonwealth of Virginia,
a voting member of the VCNP and enrolled in a
Virginia School of Nursing. VCNP delivers the
scholarship monies to the school the applicant
attends for the purposes of tuition. It is required that
the student have a cumulative GPA of 3.5 or higher
in graduate study. It is also imperative that the
applicant intends to practice in Virginia.
Virginia Nursing Hall of Fame
The Virginia Nursing Hall of Fame began in
1998 when the VNA Centennial Committee first
discussed creating a memorial for those nurses
whose achievements and dedication have profoundly
influenced the profession. The Hall of Fame is
designed to stimulate interest in the history of
nursing in the Commonwealth and to perpetuate
the legacy of those nurses who shaped health care
in Virginia. The inaugural class of inductees was
honored in 2001. A new class of inductees are elected
and honored every four years. The VNA history
committee is now accepting nominations for the
class of 2013.
The nominee must have demonstrated leadership
that affected the health and/or social history of
the Commonwealth of Virginia through sustained,
lifelong contributions in or to nursing practice,
education, administration, research, economics,
or literature. He/she must have worked or resided
in Virginia. The achievements of the nominee
must have enduring value to nursing beyond
the nominee’s lifetime and the nominee must be
deceased. The Virginia Nursing Hall of Fame is
maintained as part of the Virginia Nursing Archives
by Special Collections and Archives of the TompkinsMcCaw
Library
at
Virginia
Commonwealth
University.

Magnet Excellence in Nursing Leadership.
This exceptional nurse demonstrates the highest
level of professional practice. He or she is recognized
within their Magnet organization for their inspiring
and motivating leadership style and future oriented
outcomes achievement. This individual is a role
model for transformational leadership, applying
principles of change and controlled destabilization to
generate new innovations.
Magnet Excellence in Clinical Practice. This
exceptional nurse demonstrates the highest level
of professional practice. He or she is recognized
within their Magnet organization for stellar
performance and the application of their professional
role with patients, families, communities, and
the interdisciplinary team. This nurse is an
extraordinary direct care provider whose practice
inspires others.
New this year! Recognition of
“Pathway to Excellence”
The Pathway to Excellence Program® recognizes
health care organizations for positive practice
environments where nurses excel. To qualify,
organizations meet 12 practice standards essential
to an ideal nursing practice environment. Nurses
trust
that
Pathway-designated
institutions
respect their contributions, support professional
development and nurture optimal work settings. As
of this writing, Virginia has four facilities that have
been given the designation “Pathway of Excellence.”
Each will be honored at the VNF Gala. ◆

Virginia Magnet Consortium Nursing
Excellence Awards 2013
The Virginia Magnet Consortium in partnership
with the Virginia Nurses Association honor each
year two professional nurses chosen from across the
Commonwealth of Virginia.

New! VNA Unveils New Leadership
Excellence Awards
Virginia’s nursing ranks are filled with leaders. From nurse faculty,
nurse entrepreneurs, and acute care nurses, to CNOs and school
nurses, our leaders are all ages, cultures, experience levels and
disciplines.
As we prepare to celebrate nursing this September 28 at our Annual
Gala, we are eager to recognize outstanding nurse leaders from
throughout the Commonwealth. The theme for this year’s Gala, which
will also be highlighted throughout our Education Day (also September
28) is Every Nurse A Leader, and so it is fitting that we introduce our
Leadership Excellence Awards.
Help us to identify nurse leaders who’ve impressed you with their
ability to inspire other nurses “to dream more, learn more, do more
and become more” by nominating them for our Leadership Excellence
Awards.
Recognition Categories
Up to five individuals will be recognized in each of the following
categories: Staff Nurse, Nurse Administrator, Nurse Educator, Nurse
Researcher, Nurse Entrepreneur, Retired Nurse Lifetime Nursing.
For more information, visit www.virginianurses.com. ◆

Come see what makes SRMC different
from other hospitals….
At SRMC, we’ll make sure your nursing
talents are used to make a difference
in the lives of our patients and their
families. You’ll have input into new
processes and be a part of our ongoing
efforts to enhance the services we offer.
Experience the difference in our delivery
of healthcare. Call us today and see why
we are unlike any other place you’ve ever
worked.
View a video of our new facility at
srmconline.com or call 804.765.5771
for more information about
our nursing opportunities.
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Simplify your nursing research...

Read Virginia Nurses Today
Online!

nursingALD.com
Access Virginia Nurses Today as well as over
5 years of 39 State Nurses Association and
Board of Nursing Publications.
Contact us at (800) 626-4081
for advertising information.

Update your nursing knowledge and skills

RN Refresher
Online
Have you
Upcoming course
been out
start dates—
of active
June
4 and Sept. 4
nursing
practice and
want to update your credentials?
Do you need to meet a continuing
education requirement to renew
or maintain your nursing license?
• Reinstate your license or earn
contact hours for license renewal
• Online format provides anywhere,
anytime access
• Latest updates presented by
experts in the field

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
1-866-820-0238 (toll-free)
continuing-ed@udel.edu
www.pcs.udel.edu/rnrefresher
VN050013

Class of 2013

Nurse Leadership Institute Inspires
Participants
As of May 2013, almost 180 nurse leaders from
organizational climate that supports positive patient
across Virginia will have completed their Nurse
outcomes and retention of good nurses.
Leadership Institute of Virginia (NLI) Fellowship??,
A Fellow from the Class of 2012 shared, “One
a 9-month leadership development program of the
impact that NLI had on my ability to function as
Richmond Memorial Health Foundation. If you’re
a leader was to really assist me in being more
interested in growing your leadership skills, now is
confident about myself and my leadership abilities.
the time to consider applying for the NLI Class of
The tools provided and the speakers were very
2014.
beneficial in several areas of my work. The ability to
NLI Fellows and Alumni work in a myriad of
network with peers from different organizations and
settings across the Commonwealth from providing
practice areas was also of great benefit. There was
patient care in free clinics to leading large, complex
always lots of advice and information to be shared.”
units in acute care settings and
Each
year,
approximately
teaching in BSN programs. Fellows
30 Fellows participate in this
“Our NLI Fellows have
and employers report that the
intensive program that focuses
grown
significantly from this
growing NLI Alumni network helps
on communication skills, leading
program. Many have gone
participants see that they are
through
change,
managing
on to assume higher level
encountering similar issues in their
resources
and
evidence-based
leadership positions within
respective workplaces and provides
practice. The Institute uses a
our organization. Their
Fellows an opportunity learn not
blended learning model – six
communication skills have
only from NLI faculty but from each
retreats in Richmond, a structured
clearly been strengthened,
other to creatively and effectively
preceptorship, a change project and
as have their confidence
address those challenges.
some distance learning activities.
levels.” Chief Nurse
Fellows are registered nurses
Fellows may earn three graduate
Executive of a Fellow in the
who serve as or have been identified
credits for successful participation
NLI Class of 2012.
as having the potential to be a
in the NLI through a partnership
nurse manager or member of the
with the VCU School of Nursing or
management team. Virginia’s nurse executives
almost 100 continuing education contact hours.
and NLI Fellows report that the Institute gives
Applications for the Class of 2014, available on the
participants tools to strengthen leadership skills.
NLI website, are due Monday, May 20, by 11:59 p.m.
NLI alumni and employer-sponsors indicate Fellows
For more information about the Nurse Leadership
demonstrate noticeable growth in their personal
Institute of Virginia, contact Denise Daly Konrad
and team leadership skills – to include stronger
at 804.282.6282 or DKonrad@VirginiaNLI.org or go
interpersonal relationships, greater ability to
to: www.VirginiaNLI.org. To learn more about the
promote and manage change and skills to create an
Richmond Memorial Health Foundation, visit www.
RMHFoundation.org. ◆

Nominate a Nurse!
Nominations are now open for 2013 March of
Dimes Nurse of the Year Awards Program & Gala!
Nurses across Virginia will compete to win awards
in up to 20 different categories, including NICU
Nurse of the Year, Women’s Health Nurse of the Year,
Student Nurse of the Year, etc. Nurse finalists and
award winners will be honored in November at the
March of Dimes’ Virginia Nurse of the Year Gala.
This year’s Gala Chair is Dia Nichols, CEO of John
Randolph Hospital.
This elegant evening affair recognizes outstanding
nurses throughout Virginia and supports the March
of Dimes and the organization’s mission to improve
the health of babies by preventing birth defects,
prematurity and infant mortality.
Please visit tinyurl.com/cueprle by June 7 to
provide information about your nominee. Please note
that separate forms should be completed for each
individual you wish to nominate.
After
submitting
your
nomination,
your
nominee will receive a congratulatory phone
call, email notification, and an application to
become a finalist. If your nominee completes an
application and submits it by June 30, 2013,
he/she will be included in the Winner Selection

process. Approximately 75 Top Finalists (about 4
per category) will be invited to attend the Nurse of
the Year Awards Gala at no cost, on Nov. 9, 2013
at the Omni Hotel, Richmond. One winner for each
category will be announced at the Gala.
The Winner Selection Committee is comprised of
accomplished nurse leaders from several facilities/
organizations across Virginia. All nomination forms
and applications will be blinded to ensure identity of
the nominee is concealed during the scoring process.
Visit www.marchofdimes.com/Virginia for more
information.
For questions regarding the review process,
contact Sara Long,
804-977-2023 or SLong@
marchofdimes.com
For event details, contact Megan Schowengerdt,
804-977-2026 or mschowengerdt@marchofdimes.
com. ◆
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VCNP Conference 2013 –
Historically Successful
by Phyllis C Everett, NP-C, President, VCNP
The annual conference of the Virginia Council of Nurse
Practitioners (VCNP) was a huge success thanks to the
members of the conference planning committee, VCNP
leadership, and the staff of our management company,
Easter Associates. The conference was held in historic
Williamsburg at the Williamsburg Lodge and made history
for the organization with the largest number of attendees
ever and the most vendor/sponsorship support thanks to
Van Wie Associates, Inc.
The conference opened on the day of a monster snow/
ice storm that kept some attendees in the northern and
western parts of the state from getting there and made
travel difficult for others. There were five afternoon
Phyllis C Everett
workshops and three of them sold out. Two of the more
popular workshops were presented by national speakers;
Women’s Health Potpourri by Mimi Secor and Cardiac Assessment by Wendy
Wright. Also on Wednesday was our opening night vendor reception that included
dancing to the sounds of Sons of Zebedee, a local band from Richmond.
Our keynote speaker on Thursday morning was Dr. Polly Bednash, discussing
the 2010 Institute of Medicine Report. Dr Bednash is the CEO of the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) and oversees all aspects of the
organization including education, publication, research and government affairs.
She was followed by additional general and breakout sessions that were chosen to
meet the educational needs of the 493 primary care and specialty NPs attending
the conference this year. We had posters by members and students to showcase
research by advanced practice nurses and were also fortunate to have educational
meal programs by some of our sponsors. Many of our attendees were also able to
explore the local area shops, outlets and restaurants a short distance from the lodge.
We were very honored to have as a special guest, Dr. Angela Golden, current
president of the American Association of Nurse Practitioners (AANP). Angela met
with the VCNP Government Relations committee on Thursday evening to talk about
state and national health policy and HB346, our legislation from 2012 that improved
access to NP care in VA. She was also available to conference attendees at the AANP
vendor table to discuss NP issues at the national level. She hopes to return next year
as a speaker.
Our next conference will be held in Reston, VA, March 6-9, 2014. VCNP will be
celebrating its 40th anniversary as an organization. We are already looking forward
to that event and planning for speakers and topics will begin in June. Please visit
vcnp.net for information on topic submission, vendor information and registration
that will be available this summer. ◆
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Nurse Practitioner Regulations
Signed by Governor McDonnell
On May 8th, Governor McDonnell signed regulations dealing with Nurse
Practitioners working as part of patient care teams. House Bill 346, for which
the regulations were promulgated, was passed during the 2012 session of the
General Assembly and made several changes to the way physicians and NPs
work together in providing patient care.
According to Shirley Gibson, co-leader of the Virginia Action Coalition
and associate vice president at VCU Health System, “This legislation was a
collaborative effort of the Virginia Nurses Foundation’s VAC (Virginia Action
Coalition), the Virginia Council of Nurse Practitioners and the Medical Society of
Virginia, and will translate into better access to care for residents who urgently
need it, including those in rural and underserved communities.”
Full text can be found at www.tinyurl.com/HB346 ◆

VNA to Advance Nursing Policy
Dialogue with Gubernatorial Candidates
With the approach of the gubernatorial campaign, VNA is launching its
“Nursing Kitchen Cabinet.” The term Kitchen Cabinet refers to a group of
unofficial advisors to the president and harkens back to the day of President
Jackson who abandoned his official cabinet meetings for his more trusted
advisors, who guided him on issues of policy.
In Virginia’s nursing community, the Kitchen Cabinet plays a similar role.
It exists to advance a nursing policy platform, educate the gubernatorial
candidates and – through our statewide network of 100,000+ nurses – engage
the candidates in dialogue at various venues throughout the Commonwealth.
Important to note is that the Kitchen Cabinet is a truly non-partisan effort
that is focused on nursing policy, not politics.
To keep apprised of the activities of our Kitchen Cabinet and engage
in our statewide network, please share your email with us (we will not
share it with anyone outside of our organization). We’ll keep our network
apprised of the candidates’ campaign stops so that you can engage them at
a local level, update you on our conversations with the candidates and their
stance on nursing issues, and ultimately provide you with the information
you need to make a clear, personal choice about who you believe would be the
best candidate when it comes to their support of the profession of nursing.
Just send an email to us at jwall@virginianurses.com using the subject line
“Add me” and be sure to include your full name in the content area so that
we can get on a first name basis! ◆

PATIENT CARE IS YOUR PRIORITY.

PROTECTING YOUR
FUTURE IS OURS.

You’re a nurse because you care. You want to make a difference. Malpractice claims
could possibly ruin your career and your financial future. You always think of others.
Now it’s time to think about yourself. Set up your own malpractice safety net.
• You need malpractice insurance because . . .
- you have recently started, or may soon start a new job.
- you are giving care outside of your primary work setting.
- it provides access to attorney representation with your best interests in mind.
- claims will not be settled without your permission.
• ANA recommends personal malpractice coverage for every practicing nurse.
• As an ANA member, you may qualify for one of four ways to save 10% on
your premium.
This is your calling. Every day you help others because you care. You’re making a
difference. Personal malpractice insurance helps protect your financial future so you
can go on making a difference.

WE STRENGTHEN OUR REPUTATION
WITH EVERY NEW MEMBER OF THE TEAM.
The benefits of working at VCU Health System are clear. We’re a Magnet®
hospital – the first in Richmond to achieve this prestigious designation. We were
recognized by U.S. News & World Report as the #1 Hospital in Virginia in 2012 and an
eight-time Working Mother magazine “100 Best Company.” We provide competitive pay,
extensive medical benefits, flexible work options, pre-paid tuition, and child and elder
care. Everything you need for a wonderful career can be found here at VCUHS.

Discover all that VCU Health System has to offer at www.VCUHS.jobs.

800.503.9230

for more information
www.proliability.com/60482
Administered by Marsh U.S. Consumer, a service of Seabury & Smith, Inc. Underwritten by Liberty Insurance Underwriters Inc.,
a member company of Liberty Mutual Insurance, 55 Water Street, New York, New York 10041. May not be available in all states.
Pending underwriter approval.

CA Ins. Lic. # 0633005 • AR Ins. Lic. # 245544
d/b/a in CA Seabury & Smith Insurance Program Management

60482, 60488, 60494, 60497, 60514, 60520,
60532, 60541, 60544, 61241, 61242, 61243,
61244, 61246 (5/13) ©Seabury & Smith, Inc. 2013

EOE/AA. Women, minorities, veterans and persons with disabilities are encouraged to apply.
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Welcome New & Returning Members
Our members are the heart and soul of this
organization. You are our driving force, our
inspiration and our purpose for being. We thank you
for your support and continuing confidence in this
organization as the Voice of Nursing in questions,
ideas and input!
Thank you!
~ Janet L. Wall, CEO
jwall@virginianurses.com

A

Sheila Adldoost, Palmyra
Wendy Alisvag, Fairfax
Jenny Antonio, Alexandria
Alexia Aquino, Arlington
Melody Armstrong, Suffolk
Sam Arnold, Fort Defiance, VA
Roxanne Austin, Alexandria

B

Christine Bader, McLean
Charity Balentine, Winchester
Latrina Barnhill, Hampton
Deborah Barrett, Powhatan
Sandra Barron, Dinwiddie
Donna Bear, Hopewell
Desiree Beasley, Radford
Jennifer Beck, Herndon
Marianne Bedway, Fredericksburg
Elizabeth Berger, Fairfax
Sharon Berry, Fairfax
Joy Blanding, Virginia Beach
Carol Booth, Richmond
Martha Bowyer, Fort Belvoir
Robyn Brown, Fredericksburg
Christine Brubaker, Mechanicsville
Ashley Bruce, Henrico, VA
Jennifer Burrows, Williamsburg
Ellen Bushmiller, Alexandria
Virginia Byrnes, Spotsylvania

C

Heather Catron, Charlotte Court House, VA
Ellen Cavanagh, Winchester
Cheryl Christy, Boones Mill
Donna Clair, Chester
Gregory Clark, Virginia Beach
Shelley Clark, Salem
Michelle Clarke, Chesapeake
Danielle Clay, Virginia Beach
Charlotte Cobb, Shenandoah Junction, WV
Cathleen Collins, Wise, VA
Margaret Constante, Richmond
Shara Craddock, Newport News
Gabrielle Crawford, Lynchburg
Dana Cummings, Virginia Beach
Tammy Curley, US Military

D

Bernadette Darden, Virginia Beach
Wendy Dahmer, Broadway
Diana Daniel, Fredericksburg
Lauren Davis, Arlington
Musangilayi Diyoka, Harrisonburg
Sahara Dominguez, Victoria
Jeffrey Doucette, Newport News
Metwyoine Dunn, Suffolk

E

Wendy Eisner, Yorktown
B. Elias, Northern Virginia

F

Rebecca Farrior, Ettrick
Quinton Fauntleroy, Richmond
LaFrancis Francis, Virginia Beach
Raymond Frith, Weems, VA
Suzanne Fuhrmeister, Palmyra

G

Lorraine Gardner, Springfield
Donna Garfield, Fairfax
Tina Gerardi, Arlington
Jean Gillet, Palmyra
Frances Gray, Virginia Beach
Joy Gladston, Richmond
Amanda Graybill, Vinton
Cheryl Grobel, Yorktown
Thomas Groff, Fairfax

H

Jodi Hafen, Bristol, VA
Erin Hale, Lynchburg
Janice Hall, Smithfield
Margo Harper, Alexandria
Heather Hannon, Midlothian
Robin Harmer, Clarksville
Suzy Harrington, Lorton
Frances Hicks, Hampton
Susan Higgins, Fairfax Station
Rhandi Hinkle, Lynchburg
Brenda Hinton, Chesapeake
Kerry Holliman, Winchester
Elizabeth Hooper, Fork Union
Tammie Howard, Gainesville
Susan Hunnicutt, Fort Blackmore
Sandy Hurley, Suffolk

I–J

Lalanda Johnson, Newport News
Natalie Johnson, Hardy, VA
Earnest Johnson, Troutdale
Stephanie Johnson, Vansant
Michelle Joseph, Chesterfield

K

Germaine Kelley-Pope, Richmond
Stacey Kim, Bowie, Maryland
Lara Kiser, Pounding Mill,

L

Ruhi Lakhani, Springfield
Suzanne Lee, Richmond
Lena Leishman, Richmond
Sharon Levine, Alexandria
Karen Logan, Lynchburg
Brandi Long, Palmyra
Pamela Luci, Vienna, VA
Darylnet Lyttle, Newport News
Alexandria City Public Schools Practical Nursing Program
Health & Medical Sciences Department
T.W. Williams High School in Alexandria, Virginia Practical
Nursing Program is seeking 3 full time RNs and 1 part time RN
to teach practical nursing theory and clinical, and a Program
Director:
1. Program Director who also teaches Practical Nursing I
theory (August to June)
2. Practical Nursing II clinical and theory instructor
(August to June)
3. Practical Nursing I Theory and Introduction to Health &
Medical Sciences (high school students)
(August to June)

Complete an Online Application at

www.acps.k12.va.us/hr/recruit/
For more information
call 703-824-6858

Enroll in the Graduate Nursing Program at
participating universities and become a midwife
through Shenandoah University’s accredited
Nurse-Midwifery Program
George Washington University
James Madison University
Johns Hopkins University
Marshall University
Old Dominion University
Radford University
Shenandoah University
West Virginia Wesleyan College

www.shenandoahgraduatenursing.com
540-678-4382 • midwifery@su.edu
The Endorsement in Nurse-Midwifery is provided through Shenandoah University’s
Nurse-Midwifery program which is accredited by ACME (www.midwife.org/acccreditation).

M

Kristin Malone, Virginia Beach
Susan Martin, Bassett
Liliana Martinez, Ashburn
Caroline Mateja, Charlottesville
Susan McAndrews, Virginia Beach
Grace McGinnis, Glen Allen
Virginia McQuhae, Hopewell
Michelle Meade, Castlewood
Sandra Mejia, Springfield
Cristen Menga, Yorktown
Crystal Miller-Williams, Fredericksburg
Sarah Minnick, Charlottesville
Kelly Mitchell, Norfolk
Theresa Morgan, Clifton
Lauren Moore, Radford
Valarie Moorer, Suffolk
Kimberly Moyers, Covington
Alice Murphy, Virginia Beach
Grace Myers, Virginia Beach

N–O

Brett Nevelle, Petersburg
Mary Newbold, Roanoke
Hang Nguyen, Vienna
Whitney Norbo, Roanoke
Emebet Getachew Obsse, Springfield
Jennifer O’Grodnick
Kelley Osborne, Richmond
Patricia Osborne, Galax
Nancy Overstreet, Lynchburg

P–Q

Mary Jane Parkington, Springfield
Jeanene Peet, Norfolk
Meg Pemberton, Woodford
Dinah Perdue, Radford
Bonnie Price, Glen Allen
William Queen, Midlothian

R

Cheryl Reeser, Williamsburg
La Tera Robinson, Hampton
Kimberly Roby, Virginia Beach
Phaedra Rodgers, Richmond
Candace Rogers, Smithfield
Larry Rothgeb, Salem
Hazel Ruff, Newport News

S

Carrie St.Clair, Radford
Leena Salazar, Ashburn
Antonette Sanderson, Ft Belvoir, VA
Michelle Sapida, Virginia Beach, VA
Laura Schliesske, Alexandria
Cheryl Schmitz, Chantilly
Patricia Scott, Troy, VA
Glenn Sheffield, Alexandria
Kathryn Simmons, Staunton
Ashley Smithline, Lorton
Cynthia Solomon, Chester
Janine Sproules, Arlington
Caroline Staples, Alexandria
Billie Stewart, Fredericksburg
Katlyn Strain, Midland, VA
Aimee Strong, Arrington
Young Suh, Alexandria

T

Kasey Talley, Winchester
Carolyn Taylor, Chantilly
Diane Thayer, Whitacre
Cynthia Thomas, Dublin, VA
Genevieve Thompson, Stafford
Martha Tice, Centreville
Tammy Treadway, Arlington
Irene Trowell-Harris, Arlington

U–Z

Cherie Vance, Grundy
Dory Walczak, Woodbridge
Geneva Walker, Richmond
Georgiann Watts, Bedford
Susan Wetherall, Ruckersville
Beth White, Charlottesville
Margaret Willis, Charlottesville
Flora Wong, Centreville
Leslie Woodie, Troutville
Kylie Wright, Midlothian
Stacy Yates, New Kent, VA
Christina Zaidi ◆
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Nurses with
an MSN make
nearly $20,000
more each year*
than their BSN
counterparts.
What’s your
education worth?
Drexel University’s online
nursing programs are ranked
among the top 20 nationally.**
Visit Drexel-Nursing.com
to learn why it matters where
you earn your MSN.

Drexel Online.
A Better U.®
drexel-nursing.com
*payscale.com, October 2012.
**U.S.News & World Report “Best Online Colleges 2013”
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Discover why we’re a national leader.

Since 1893 we have educated exceptional nursing leaders

Jeniece Roane (B.S. ‘93, M.S. ‘07)
Nursing Director
Women’s and Children’s Health
VCU Medical Center

Explore how the Nursing Administration and Leadership concentration
in our Master’s Degree Program will prepare you to become one.
• Ranked in the top 10% of nursing graduate programs nationwide
by U.S. News & World Report
• Leadership development opportunities with expert preceptors
• Course schedules designed to accommodate students working full time
• Course activities tailored to match student interests
• A partnership with the VCU Medical Center, a Magnet hospital
Apply now for Fall 2013! For details, please contact
Lauren R. Goodloe, Ph.D., RN, NEA-BC, at lgoodloe@mcvh-vcu.edu.
Bachelor’s: Traditional • Accelerated • RN to B.S. | Master’s Degree and Post-Master’s Concentrations: Adult-Gerontology ACNP
• Adult-Gerontology CNS • Adult-Gerontology PCNP • Pediatric NP • Psychiatric-Mental Health NP • Family NP • Nursing Admin. and
Leadership • Women’s Health NP | Ph.D. Hybrid (online courses with limited on-site schedule)

School of Nursing

